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FTC Issues Final Report on Protecting Consumer Privacy
The FTC recently issued new guidance on privacy policies. The new report expands on a preliminary
report the FTC issued in December 2010. The FTC recommends companies implement three best
practices for protecting privacy:
·

Privacy by Design - build in privacy protections at every stage of product development;

·

Simplified Choice - give consumers the option to decide what information is shared,
e.g., a Do-Not-Track mechanism allowing users a simple way to control activity tracking;
and

·

Greater Transparency - disclose collection and use details of consumers' information,
and provide access to the data collected about them.

This report follows the White House release of “Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights” in February. Given
the recent updates in best practices, now is a good time to review and make sure that your posted
privacy policies reflect your actual collection, use and retention of user data and that your policies
conform with the best practices recommended by the FTC.
We are available to assist in auditing and updating your privacy and related policies to reflect the
FTC guidance. Please let us know if we can be of assistance.
For more information, please contact Eric P. Bergner at ebergner@mosessinger.com or 212.554.7855,
Amyt M. Eckstein at aeckstein@mosessinger.com or 212.554.7843, and David W. Opderbeck at
dopderbeck@mosessinger.com or 212.554.7887.

Since 1919, Moses & Singer has provided legal services to diverse businesses and to prominent
individuals and their families. Among the firm's broad array of U.S. and international clients are
leaders in banking and finance, entertainment, media, real estate, healthcare, advertising, and the
hotel and hospitality industries. We provide cost-effective and result-focused legal services in the
following primary areas:
·
·
·
·

Accounting Law Practice
Advertising
Asset Protection
Banking and Finance
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· Business Reorganization, Bankruptcy and
Creditors’ Rights
· Corporate/M&A
· Global Outsourcing and Procurement
· Healthcare
· Hotel and Hospitality
· Income Tax
· Intellectual Property
· International Trade
· Internet/Technology

·
·
·
·
·
·
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·
·
·

Matrimonial and Family Law
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Private Funds
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Real Estate
Securities and Capital Markets
Securities Litigation
Sports & Entertainment
Trusts and Estates
White Collar Criminal Defense and
Government Investigations
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Moses & Singer LLP is the New York City law firm member of the MSI Global Alliance
(MSI). MSI is one of the world's leading international alliances of independent legal
and accounting firms, with over 250 member firms in 100 countries www.msiglobal.org.
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